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The Challenge
In moving to a SIAM operating model:
•
How do you ensure continual and efficient transmission of transactions between you and your SIAM ecosystem?
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•

How do have a “single source of the truth” upon which to base business decisions?

•

How do ensure that the quality and availability of data isn’t any worse under a SIAM model?

•

How do you build accurate reporting without a large reporting team?

The Scenarios you’ll find yourself in
Scenario

You have an established toolset which
includes the main functionality. You’d like
all your vendors to use this

You’re looking to establish a new toolset,
provided by one or more of your SIAM ecosystem providers

Benefits

•
•

•
•

You’re looking to introduce a new toolset at •
the same time as your new SIAM operating
model
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Watch out for….

You own the workflows, data
structures, etc.
No dependency on service providers,
enables flexibility in future

•
•

They’ll bring established workflows
and processes
They’ll maintain the tool and the data

•

All stakeholders have the opportunity
to contribute to it

•
•

•

•

“Behind the curtain” integrations
In-house or third party skills to
maintain the tool
You’re on the hook for keeping data up
to date
Other service providers may be
reluctant to use it, due to visibility of
performance and loss of IP and control
“Behind the curtain” integrations

Decision making may take time
Suppliers may still be unwilling to use
it

What are the potential pain-points?
There’s more than we think….!
Incident / Request /
Problem / Change
workflow

Master data availability
and update

System health /
performance data and
dashboard

Transient data availability
and update

Service Performance / SLA
data collation
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Project / Programme
demand and delivery data

Your ITSM SIAM tooling scope

But don’t forget…..
• Finance
• Supplier / Contract Management
• Project and Portfolio Management
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Four Key Elements of a good ITSM Tool

Integration

Workflow
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CMDB

Common Data Dictionary

Discovery
•
•
•
•
•
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Discovery capability must be able to integrate with ITSM tool
and CMDB
SIAM retains accountability for CMDB/Asset Mgt across the
SIAM eco-system, with service providers providing content
Discovery is hard! – Don’t de-prioritise your Discovery
workstream
Discovery of hardware assets is typically easiest
Software discovery is easier for COTS software, but some
home-grown apps can be problematic

Issues with Discovery in a SIAM environment
•
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Biggest issues in a SIAM environment are:
– Getting acceptance in the SIAM eco-system to use a single tool
– Service Provider’s existing tools and processes are often optimised for their organisations and therefore difficult
to integrate with or replace
– Keeping an accurate picture in a single reference tool
– Discovery of the relationships between assets
– Making the connection between discovered assets and non-discoverable CIs like Services, Business Processes,
etc
– Mapping what’s discovered back to the CMDB
– Unpredictability of Pricing

Software Asset Management (SAM)
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Discovery software will identify software assets
Level of license / software use data can be difficult to
manage
In a SIAM model your Service Providers will each
manage and provide information on software
licensing in their tower
The SIAM organisation will normally be responsible
for pulling this together in a single picture
Who is accountable for compliance?
Beware ITSM tools claiming SAM capability, this tends
to be fairly basic, and won’t cover all software types,
nor support sophisticated requirements like metering

Event correlation & Dashboarding
•
•

•

•
•
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This area is often overlooked but is critical
Tower providers will each have their own systems
management tools and will monitor alerts for the
systems in their scope
Integrating all of these alerts into Business Service
dashboards is the responsibility of an event correlation
tool
Ideally, this is integrated into the CMDB to allow the
Service “overlay” to system events
It is monitored by the SIAM layer
– to ensure issues are being addressed in a timely
manner
– to correlate alerts generated from different towers
to identify potential service impacting issues

Reporting
•
•

•
•
•
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Beware of creating a cottage-industry for reporting in
each service provider
Categorise reports by type
– Commercial
– Service
– Service Provider
Maintain under change control to prevent report
proliferation
Attempt to standardise reports to avoid variations by
customer and catalogue reports by type
Avoid reports which are purely volumetric
– Trends are interesting, but this is just data
– Turn it into information by measuring against
targets / KPIs

Capacity Management

Business
Capacity
Data analysis, trending,
forecasting tool
Integration with Service
Catalogue & CMDB

Tower specific tools
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Service
Capacity

The business provides strategic
intent for translation into service and
technical impacts

SIAM correlates into Service Views
using Service Catalogue / CMDB
integration

Resource
Capacity

The same principle applies for Availability and Service Continuity

SIAM Towers provide capacity
data for their services

Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Define a Tooling Strategy at the outset
Baseline existing tooling
Think Beyond the ITSM tool
Interoperability is vital
Involve the SIAM eco-system service providers to ensure
that their tools complement the SIAM toolset
Assign ownership
Seek to reduce duplication between tools
Don’t be afraid to adapt as you progress
Ensure alignment with processes
Ensure commitment through ongoing involvement of
those who will use the tool

Thank You!
Steve Morgan, Syniad IT

www.SyniadITSolutions.co.uk
• All of our SIAM content, can be found for FREE, here http://bit.ly/ServiceNorth
• You can sign up for our newsletter on the website
• Follow us on Twitter:
- @SteveBMorgan
- @SyniadIT
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